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ABSTRACT 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

Status epilepticus is a medical, life-threatening emergency in neurology. The prevalence 

rate in the world, in the year ranges from 10 to 61 cases among 100 000 of the total 

population and from 17 to 23 cases among 100 000 children (Treiman, 2008). Status 

epilepticus has been in the sphere of interest of scientists for many years and they conducted 

hot discussions on the choice of the single criterion for the duration of seizure activity, to 

which it has been ascribed. Finally, Lowenstein et al. (1999) suggested new operational 

definition of generalized convulsive status epilepticus for adults and children over 5 years of 

age, according to which they have identified it as lasting 5 minutes or longer - continuous 

seizure or recurrent seizures between which the patient regains consciousness. Due to the fact 

that the above definition did not solve the issue of other types than the generalized convulsive 

status epilepticus, in 2015 International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) proposed a new 

definition taking into account all types of SE, which is based on two time points with distinct 

clinical implications (Trinka et al., 2015). 

In the case of cluster seizures, the number of scientific papers devoted to them is far less 

numerous than of those focusing on the status epilepticus, which suggests that they are poorly 

understood in neurology. It should also be noted that the available medical literature focuses 

mainly on the occurrence of seizures in a patient with epilepsy, but very little is said about the 

people who happen to experience them without medical history. Until now, there has not been 



agreed their universal and universally accepted definition, although scientific studies and 

clinical trials agree on most commonly used definition proposed by Sheryl Hauta - cluster 

seizures are diagnosed when there are three or more episodes in less than 24 hours (Haut et 

al., 2002), as to the initial state of consciousness between them (returning to the baseline) 

(Haut, 2006). 

 Both status epilepticus and cluster seizures are associated with variable clinical course 

and significant mortality, therefore to identify and isolate the most important factors: from the 

medical interview, clinical or neurological evaluation of patient, laboratory tests, applied 

treatment of potential prognostic value, seems to be extremely important for a better and 

faster planning of medical treatment and undertaking therapeutic decisions. It is unlikely that 

only one isolated prognostic factor could accurately and independently correlate with the 

clinical course of status epilepticus or cluster seizures. That is why there have been so many 

attempts to develop prognostic scales, based on a few key parameters which significantly 

affect the final outcome. An example of such a prognostic tool for status epilepticus is STESS 

(Status Epilepticus Severity Score) (Rossetti, Logroscino et al., 2006; Rossetti et al., 2008). 

 

THE AIM OF THE STUDY: 

 The aim of this study was to identify prognostic factors of death important not only for 

people of status epilepticus, but especially for patients with cluster seizures, in their initial 

evaluation covering the period of illness and the first 24 hours of onset. 

 An additional element of the study was the validation analysis of STESS scale (Status 

Epilepticus Severity Score), as a prognostic tool in patients who are in status epilepticus and 

an attempt to use this scale in the population of people with cluster seizures. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

 After fulfilling certain criteria of 294 patients (200 with cluster seizures and 94 in status 

epilepticus) were included in the study. The study consisted of a retrospective part including a 

detailed analysis of the medical records collected from January 2006 until September 2011 

and of a prospective part, including direct observation of patients in the Department of 

Neurology due to status epilepticus or cluster seizures in the period from October 2011 to 

December 2015. 



   In this way, we collected data on all factors (demographic, epidemiological, clinical, 

laboratory and treatment) with potential predictive value of current at the time of status 

epilepticus or epileptical cluster seizures. Analysis started from the aforesaid comparison 

between the two groups together. In the next step statistical analysis was performed by 

applying a simple analysis of univariate relationship between the above-mentioned factors and 

the assessment of the patient's condition after 30 days of illness. Dichotomous division was 

used depending on the prognosis: poor prognosis (DEATH) - GOS: 1 point and favorable 

prognosis (SURVIVAL) - GOS: 2 - 5 points. In a further step a multivariate analysis was 

carried out based on the logistic regression models. The endpoint of the study was validating 

STESS (Status Epilepticus Severity Score) for the given group of patients with status 

epilepticus, attempts have been made to validate that a scale for cluster seizures with history 

and without a history of epilepsy. 

RESULTS: 

Comparing the population of patients with status epilepticus and cluster seizures 

revealed a statistically significant difference in terms of: average age, sex, history of epileptic 

seizures (epilepsy) in an interview, duration of illness, the presence of status epilepticus in an 

interview, the presence of potentially fatal etiology (PFE), vital signs (systolic and diastolic 

blood pressure, heart rate), the degree of disturbance of consciousness (alertness, stupor and 

coma), and between the analyzed laboratory parameters statistically significant differences in 

the level of urea and GGT were found out. Taking into account the nature of the treatment, 

interruption in status epilepticus and cluster seizures, significant differences could be related 

to the treatment of I and III line. 

 Mortality in patients with status epilepticus was 29.8% and the cluster seizures was 

decreased and was 10.5%. 

 In univariate analysis, patients in status epilepticus had a clear correlation between the 

final outcome and the: age of the patient; duration of the disease; the lack of history of 

epileptic seizures (epilepsy) in an interview; the lack of cluster seizures in an interview; the 

lack of refractory epilepsy; the presence of a potentially fatal etiology - (PFE); the presence of 

acute symptomatic etiology according to ILAE; type of seizures (generalized convulsive 

seizures - GC); the degree of disturbance of consciousness estimated prior to treatment 

(somnolence/confusion, stupor and coma); systolic blood pressure (SBP); the value of CRP; 

level of glucose; level of urea and creatinine; the time elapsed since the onset of status 

epilepticus, until the administration of the first antiepileptic drug ratio ≥30minutes. 



 Among the above-mentioned factors, after multivariate analysis based on a logistic 

regression model, there were selected those factors that in an independent manner are related 

to the final bad outcome: age; the presence of potentially fatal etiology - (PFE); the degree of 

disturbance of consciousness (stupor and coma); the time elapsed since the onset of status 

epilepticus, until the administration of the first antiepileptic drug ratio ≥30minutes, the lack of 

history of epileptic seizures (epilepsy) in an interview. 

 In the univariate analysis in patients with cluster seizures we observed the relationship 

between the final outcome and the: age of the patient; duration of the disease; transition from 

cluster seizures in status epilepticus; the lack of history of epileptic seizures (epilepsy) in an 

interview; the lack of cluster seizures in an interview; the lack of refractory epilepsy; the 

presence of a potentially fatal etiology - (PFE); the presence of acute symptomatic etiology 

and idiopathic/cryptogenic etiology according to ILAE; type of seizures (generalized 

convulsive seizures - GC); the degree of disturbance of consciousness estimated between 

seizures, prior to treatment (alertness, somnolence/confusion and stupor); the value of CRP; 

level of glucose; level of urea and creatinine.  

In multivariate analysis, the factors selected the strongest and independent relationship 

with the bad prognosis, which include: age; the lack of history of epileptic seizures (epilepsy) 

in an interview; the degree of disturbance of consciousness (stupor); type of seizures 

(generalized convulsive seizures - GC); the presence of potentially fatal etiology - (PFE). 

 In the last stage STESS scale in patients who experience status epilepticus was 

validated. In order to check its diagnostic usefulness as for the successful separation of 

survival from death cross out ROC curve (receiver operating characteristic), as well as the 

area under the ROC curve graph, labeled as AUC (area under the receiver-operating 

characteristic curve) = 0,787. The optimal cut-off point scale was determined based on the 

Youden index values ≥4, which is consistent with the results of other researchers (Sutter, 

Kaplan et al., 2013). On the basis of the obtained result it may be concluded that the cutoff ≥4 

positive predictive value (PPV) is lower than the negative predictive value (NPV), which is 

even more pronounced at lower cut-off point scale (NPV rise, the PPV drops). This 

observation is consistent with the application of the creators of STESS scale, namely Rossetti 

et al. (2008), who in his work suggested that STESS scale is a more reliable tool for 

predicting survival than death in status epilepticus. However, in paragraph 5 of this scale in 

the study group, the positive predictive value (PPV) exceeded the negative predictive value 

(NPV), additionally at this point accuracy (ACC) has reached the highest value. This is an 



interesting observation (to be confirmed in further studies), as it would suggest that validated 

STESS scale behaves in a more predictable than its original creators declared, because it is in 

a position apart from the low risk of error in predicting survival, is also likely to predict death. 

 Analyzing the prognostic factors for cluster seizures noted that the parameters which 

are integral components of the STESS scale are important prognostic also in this group of 

patients, and therefore an attempt to validate this scale for cluster seizures. The area under the 

ROC curve graph reached a value of 0.901. Considering very carefully cut-off point of 

STESS scale, taking into account the positive (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) and 

accuracy (ACC), awarded three compartments scale. In the study group, the cutoff <2 

negative predictive value (NPV) exceeded the positive predictive value (PPV). This 

observation is similar to the patient population status epilepticus (at a cut-off <4), suggesting 

that the STESS scale is more reliable tool to predict survival than death, especially in the low 

scoring. Translating this observation on clinical practice it can be assumed, that these patients 

most likely will not require the use of at the outset aggressive treatment interrupting attacks. 

While for the second group of people who obtained 2 and 3 points, the prognosis is less 

certain, but in their case the scale still has a high negative predictive value (NPV) for death. In 

the case of the third group with a score ≥4, the scale becomes high positive predictive value 

(PPV) for death and in section 5 PPV exceeds the NPV, which may indicate the need for from 

the very beginning of intensive supervision and therapeutic procedures in this group. At the 

same time the above observation may indicate that the STESS scale in patients with cluster 

seizures is not only useful in predicting survival, but also with a high probability can predict 

death (with a high score). 

 

CONCLUSIONS: 

 The prognostic factors in this population who experience status epilepticus, which 

have the strongest and independent prognostic significance in relation to the death, (in 

the 30-day follow-up), include:  

-  age, 

-  a potentially fatal etiology - (PFE), 

-  the degree of consciousness disorders - stupor and coma, 

-  the time elapsed since the onset of status epilepticus, until the administration of the 

first antiepileptic drug ratio ≥30minutes, 



-  the lack of history of epileptic seizures (epilepsy) in an interview. 

 

 The factors assessed at the outset in study population of patients with cluster seizures, 

which have the strongest and independent prognostic significance in relation to the 

death (in the 30-day follow-up), include: 

- age 

- the lack of history of epileptic seizures (epilepsy) in an interview, 

- the degree of consciousness disorders - stupor,  

- type of seizures - generalized convulsive seizures (GC), 

- a potentially fatal etiology - (PFE). 

 

 A first validation study STESS scale (Status Epilepticus Severity Score) in the Polish 

group of people in status epilepticus, setting a cut-off point scale for values ≥4, which 

is consistent with results obtained by other researchers and confirms the general utility 

of this scale also among the Polish population. 

 

  For the first time STESS scale has been validated in a population of patients with 

cluster seizures. The conducted study demonstrates the usefulness scale as a 

prognostic tool and enables its use also in this group of patients, but this needs 

confirmation in further multicenter prospective study. 

 

  STESS scale should be used in a wide clinical practice not only by neurologists, but 

also by doctors performing duty in emergency departments, because it is a very simple 

forecasting tool, both for those in status epilepticus and cluster seizures, already in the 

initial stage. This scale allows you to schedule the degree of patient monitoring and 

above all can contribute to more effective planning therapeutic procedure - easy to 

choose the method and degree of aggressiveness of treatment. 

 


